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HIGHLIGHTS OF RECENT ACTION
Significant action occurred on the issues listed below. Please see the appropriate issue page for details.
Telemarketing Fraud
The House of Representatives passed H.R. 868 and a telemarketing bill, S. 568, was introduced in the Senate.
Workload Compression Problems
The AICPA advised the Congressional tax writing committees that it believes the approach supported by the 
AICPA to correct this problem in the 102nd Congress Is unworkable in conjunction with President Clinton’s 
plan to raise individual tax rates. The AICPA asked Congress not to Include such an approach in any tax bills 
considered by the 103rd Congress and is trying to develop an alternative solution.
Estimated Tax Rules
The House Ways and Means Committee approved President Clinton’s tax package, H.R. 1960, on May 13, 
1993, which included a proposal endorsed by the AICPA that would allow individuals with less than $150,000 
adjusted gross income (AGI) to use the 100% previous-year tax safe harbor. Individuals with more than 
$150,000 AGI would be required to use 110% of their previous year’s tax liability. A somewhat more complex 
bill has been introduced in the Senate.
Amortization of intangibles
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in favor of taxpayers and against the IRS when it found that subscription lists 
acquired by a taxpayer had a limited useful life, the duration of which could be calculated with reasonable 
accuracy, and that the lists were separate and distinct from goodwill. An amortization of intangibles provision 
is included in the Clinton tax package, H.R. 1960, approved by the Ways and Means Committee on May 13, 
1993. The provision would allow businesses to write off goodwill and certain purchased assets over a 14-year 
period.
Auditor Responsibilities
AICPA proposed changes to preserve for the profession the principal responsibility for setting auditing 
standards were included in the Financial Fraud Detection and Disclosure Act, H.R. 574, approved by the House 
Energy and Commerce Committee on April 27,1993. Acceptance of the proposed language cleared the way 
for the AICPA to declare its support for the bill.
Pension Reform
Central to the accounting profession’s mission is ensuring meaningful financial reporting to help protect the 
investing public. With this mission in mind, the AICPA issued a set of proposals aimed at providing greater 
disclosure of information so that American workers are adequately informed about their pensions.
Regulation of Financial Planners
The House of Representatives passed the Investment Adviser Regulatory Enhancement and Disclosure Act, 
H.R. 578. The AICPA supports the bill.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Litigation Reform
CPA firms of all sizes have seen their liability exposure increase significantly in recent years. In our litigious society, 
lawsuits against business have increased dramatically. Too often, accountants are brought into these suits as 
peripheral defendants. However, under the rule of "joint and several" liability, CPAs are liable for a disproportionate 
share of damages compared to their actual level of responsibility. The AICPA believes it is essential that reform 
legislation be enacted to reduce accountants' legal liability, and will continue to support reforms in this area. 
Legislation was introduced in the 102nd Congress following an educational effort by a coalition of over 400 business 
organizations for the introduction of an acceptable litigation reform package. The bills, H.R. 5828 and S. 3181, were 
similar but not identical. They both included a rule of proportionate liability, as well as provisions to discourage the 
filing of frivolous suits. While the legislation pertained only to suits brought under the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, enactment would have established an important precedent for proportionate liability. Rep. Billy Tauzin (D-LA) 
introduced H.R. 417 in the 103rd Congress on January 5,1993; it is identical to H.R. 5828 from the last Congress. 
Twenty-five new co-sponsors have been added since H.R. 417 was introduced. Hearings have been promised 
before the House Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance. In the Senate, a Democratic co-sponsor 
is actively being sought. The Securities Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and 
Urban Affairs has set potential hearings for June 17 and 24,1993. The AICPA is a member of the coalition that 
actively sought introduction of H.R. 5828 and S. 3181. The Institute strongly supported enactment of the bills in 
the last Congress, as well as the enactment of H.R. 417 by this Congress. The 103rd Congress most likely also 
will consider an expanded statute of limitations for securities fraud suits (see page 10) as part of its comprehensive 
review of the profession’s litigation reform proposals. The AICPA believes the chief cause of the liability crisis is 
a judicial system that has become dangerously unbalanced as the result of a trend of expanding liability. For 
further details see page 9.
Statute of Limitations Extension for Securities Fraud
Under the present concept of "joint and several" liability, auditors may be held liable for a disproportionate share 
of damages in a variety of types of litigation cases, including securities cases. In a U.S. Supreme Court decision, 
Lampf vs. Gilbertson, the Court adopted a uniform statute of limitations for cases brought under Section 10(b) of 
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The Court ruled that 10(b) claims must be brought within one year of 
discovery of the violation or within three years after the date on which the violation occurred. A related Supreme 
Court case applied the ruling retroactively. Some Members of Congress of the 102nd Congress objected to the 
new filing limits and began efforts to overturn the rulings. In the Senate, an amendment offered by Senator Richard 
Bryan (D-NV) was added to the original version of the bank reform bill to overturn the Court’s decisions. In the 
House of Representatives, Rep. Edward Markey (D-MA) introduced similar legislation. The measures would have 
extended the time allowed for investors to file actions under Section 10(b). The AICPA and others were able to 
convince Congress that debate about this issue should be broadened to include discussion about other litigation 
reform proposals. Members of Congress supporting the overturn of the Court’s decisions agreed to delay 
consideration of the prospective application of the ruling so long as the retroactive application was reversed. The 
retroactive application was of special concern because a large number of pending cases were dismissed, including 
some related to Wall Street and savings and loan scandals. Therefore, language was included in the bank reform 
bill passed by the Congress in November 1991 overturning the retroactive ruling. A hearing by the House 
Telecommunications and Finance Subcommittee on Rep. Markey’s bill in November 1991 included a discussion 
of other litigation reform proposals at the urging of the AICPA and others. In 1992, the Senate approved language 
as amendments to three separate bills that would have extended the statute of limitations for professional liability 
suits from three to five years, retroactive to 1989. However, Congress adjourned without agreement or passage 
of final legislation. In the 103rd Congress, an expanded statute of limitations for securities fraud suits most likely 
will be considered as part of the comprehensive review of the profession’s litigation reform proposals (see page 
9). For further details see page 10.
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Telemarketing Fraud Legislation
The importance of telemarketing legislation from the point of view of the accounting profession is to ensure that the 
terms are defined precisely enough so that legitimate businesses using the telephone in routine commercial 
transactions will not be subjected to unwarranted exposure to litigation. Broad, imprecise language could result 
in common law fraud claims being brought in routine commercial litigation, thus granting claimants access to the 
federal courts. On March 2, 1993, the House of Representatives passed a telemarketing bill, H.R. 868, that 
includes a broad definition of "telemarketing" that would include CPAs using a telephone for routine business 
transactions, including the solicitation of business. It also contains a private right of action. However, three 
provisions would limit accountants’ liability exposure: 1) a "privity" requirement; 2) a $50,000 threshold that 
would eliminate many potential plaintiffs; and 3) attorneys fees may be awarded to prevailing parties, which 
would discourage frivolous suits. In the Senate, two telemarketing bills have been introduced. S. 568 is 
similar to the bill passed by the Senate in the 102nd Congress and includes two provisions that would help 
limit accountants’ exposure to telemarketing fraud suits. First, private claimants must have suffered at least 
$50,000 in actual damages in order to file a civil suit. Second, a "privity" clause in the bill will limit private 
rights of action in telemarketing fraud cases to persons "who actually purchased goods or services, or paid 
or (are) obligated to pay for goods or services." The Senate Commerce Committee’s Consumer Subcommittee 
held a hearing on S. 568 on March 18,1993. S. 557 would enhance FBI enforcement and provide funding for 
additional federal prosecutors. Despite the fact that the bill includes a broad definition of telemarketing, it 
would not pose a problem for accountants In terms of frivolous litigation. The AICPA will continue to work to 
ensure that the terms used in any federal telemarketing fraud legislation are not so broad that the statute could be 
construed to cover the activities of legitimate businesses that use the telephone for routine business transactions, 
and that telemarketing legislation effectively addresses true telemarketing fraud. For further details see page 11.
Workload Problems for CPAs Caused by TRA ’86
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA ’86) greatly increased the complexity of the Internal Revenue Code and required 
trusts, partnerships, S corporations, and personal service corporations to adopt a calendar year end for tax 
purposes. Partnerships, S corporations and personal service corporations were subsequently allowed to retain their 
fiscal year ends. While many small businesses did retain their fiscal years, most did not. As a result of the 
increased complexity in the tax code and the shift in year ends, accounting firms are now experiencing a workload 
that is unacceptably heavy from December through May and unacceptably light for the remainder of the year. The 
imbalance applies to accounting and auditing practice, as well as tax practice. Some business owners are now 
on a calendar year end, despite the fact that the nature of their business might make it more appropriate for them 
to use a fiscal year end. Legislation embodying the AlCPA’s legislative proposal to ease the workload compression 
problem was passed twice by the last Congress as part of larger bills, only to be vetoed by President Bush. 
President Clinton’s proposed increase in personal rates makes the approach supported by the AICPA last year 
unworkable because the increase in personal rates to 39.6 percent would mean a rise to a 41.6 percent rate 
(as opposed to the 29 percent required when the section 444 changes were first enacted) in the deposit to 
the IRS required for pass-through entities making a "new" section 444 election. The AICPA wrote the chairmen 
of the House Ways and Means and Senate Finance Committees to let them know the Institute now opposes 
this approach and to ask that it not be included in any tax bills considered by this Congress. It was not 
included in the version of President Clinton’s tax bill approved on May 13, 1993 by the Ways and Means 
Committee. The AICPA has embarked on an effort to convince Congress that businesses need to be allowed 
to use a natural business year for tax purposes, without being penalized by required interest-free loans to the 
government. We recognize that we face a long, uphill battle to accomplish this in today’s fiscal and budgetary 
environment, where tax provisions--by Iaw-must be revenue neutral. For further details see page 12.
New Estimated Tax Rules
Many taxpayers and many of their CPAs are being forced to calculate estimated tax payments quarterly to avoid 
tax penalties under a new law eliminating, for certain taxpayers, the old safe harbor that allowed taxpayers to use 
100 percent of the prior year’s tax for quarterly estimated taxes. The rules were included in a 1991 law providing
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additional unemployment benefits to the long-term unemployed and are intended to bring monies into the Treasury 
earlier to help meet the 1990 budget requirement that any new costs be offset with spending cuts or additional 
revenues. The 1991 rules apply to taxpayers whose modified adjusted gross income (AGI) grows by more than 
$40,000 over the prior year and with AGI over $75,000 in the current year. Some exceptions are provided. The 
1991 law is effective for tax years 1992 through 1996. Tax bills introduced in the 102nd Congress and eventually 
vetoed by President Bush modified the estimated tax rules for individuals along the lines recommended by the 
AICPA. However, the version of the proposal adopted by Congress in H.R. 11 was changed so much from its 
original form that the AICPA withdrew its support of the measure. In the Senate, a bill to repeal the 1991 
estimated tax rules was introduced in April 1993 by Senator Dale Bumpers (D-AR). The measure, S. 739, 
reflects the thrust of the changes recommended to Congress by the AICPA--that a measurable safe harbor be 
restored to the calculation of estimated taxes for unincorporated businesses and certain individual taxpayers. 
In the House, the Ways and Means Committee approved President Clinton’s tax bill on May 13, 1993 and 
included a modified version of S. 739. Under the bill, H.R. 1960, individuals with less than $150,000 AGI could 
use the 100% previous-year tax safe harbor, while individuals with more than $150,000 AGI would be required 
to use 110% of their previous year’s tax liability. Taxpayers would also be allowed to use the 90% of the 
current year’s liability safe harbor. The AICPA strongly supports S. 739, and will support the estimated tax 
provision In H.R. 1960, if the S. 739 approach is not adopted by the Senate. For further details see page 13.
Tax Simplification
The 102nd Congress twice passed legislation containing many simplification proposals; both bills were vetoed by 
President Bush. In the 103rd Congress, on January 5, 1993, Rep. Dan Rostenkowski (D-IL), the chairman of the 
House Ways and Means Committee, introduced a package of simplification proposals, H.R. 13, that contains most 
of the provisions from the vetoed bills. The Institute views the tax simplification provisions in H.R. 13, the first tax 
bill introduced in the 103rd Congress, as a positive sign that Congress is serious about pursuing the issue. The 
testimony the AICPA presented this spring before the House Ways and Means and Senate Finance 
Committees on President Clinton’s tax proposals focused on the complexity of a number of provisions, 
including the Incremental investment credit, and offered simplified alternatives. The version of the bill 
approved by the Ways and Means Committee on May 13, 1993 dropped the incremental investment credit. 
Because the Committee wanted to comply with President Clinton’s request that it report a "clean" bill that 
closely followed the President’s proposal, most of H.R. 13 was not incorporated into H.R. 1960. On other 
fronts, the AICPA issued its "Tax Complexity Index" and Senator David Pryor (D-AR) introduced a pension 
simplification bill. The AICPA will continue to push for tax simplification. For further details see page 14.
Subchapter S Improvement Proposal
Following enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, many corporations chose to change their tax status to 
Subchapter S. Today, nearly 40% of all corporations file as S corporations. However, the law’s strictures pertaining 
to S corporations make them more complicated to use, foreclose certain types of financing vehicles, necessitate 
unnecessarily complex corporate structures to manage liability concerns, and create a number of "traps" which 
business owners can unwittingly fall into with serious results. The AICPA, together with representatives from the 
American Bar Association and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, has developed a proposal consisting of 26 separate 
changes to Subchapter S. The proposals are designed to: 1) make small businesses in the form of S corporations 
more attractive investment vehicles for venture capitalists; 2) enable owners of S corporations to more easily plan 
for the succession of their businesses to younger generations or employees; 3) permit S corporations to separately 
incorporate separate portions of their businesses to control liability exposure; 4) simplify subchapter S to remove 
traps that cause small business owners to shy away from using the S corporation business form or cause 
unnecessary tax planning to avoid jeopardizing the S election; and 5) place S corporations on a par with other 
forms of doing business and S corporate owners on a par with small business owners using other business forms. 
Senators David Pryor (D-AR) and John Danforth (R-MO) have agreed to serve as lead co-sponsors in the Senate 
for the proposal. No sponsors have been secured in the House of Representatives to date. The AICPA supports 
the proposal to improve subchapter S. For further details, see page 15.
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Recognition of Appreciation of Assets at Death
Prior to his election, President Clinton raised the issue of whether to change the law to tax appreciated assets 
owned by a decedent. For CPAs, the issues involved are primarily ones of simplicity and equity. Utilizing fair 
market value (step up of basis) at date of death is clearly simpler than having to calculate the decedent’s basis 
(carryover basis). With high estate tax rates, up to 60% federal and state, it is inequitable to apply an income tax 
or an additional estate tax to the appreciated assets. The likely effect is that enactment of such a change would 
prevent the continuance of many family farms and small businesses from one generation to the next. In 1976, the 
AICPA released Statement of Tax Policy #4, "Estate and Gift Tax Reform." At that time, the AICPA recommended 
that when a decedent owning appreciated assets dies, the appreciation should not be subject to the income tax 
and the beneficiaries should take a basis in the property received equal to its fair market value. Following candidate 
Clinton’s comments, the AICPA created a task force to recommend an updated position on the issue and, at its 
January 1993 meeting, the Tax Executive Committee approved the task force’s recommendation that it is 
strongly opposed to taxing capital gains at death. This proposal is not included in the version of President 
Clinton’s tax package, H.R. 1960, that was approved by the House Ways and Means Committee on May 13, 
1993. It also is not included in any other current legislative proposals. However, it could be raised at any time 
Congress or the Administration need revenue. For further details, see page 16.
Government Solicitation of Confidential Client Information
A 1991 case raised in the public’s consciousness the issue of confidentiality between CPAs and their clients. A 
CPA provided information to the IRS about a client in return for a promise from the IRS to decrease his own unpaid 
tax obligations. The client was indicted by a federal grand jury for income tax evasion. Ultimately, the U.S. Justice 
Department dropped the charges, but the underlying question of whether the government should be permitted to 
continue this practice remains. The tax bill passed by Congress in March 1992 and then vetoed by President Bush 
included a provision making it illegal for any government employee to entice confidential client information from a 
tax practitioner in exchange for deferment, forgiveness, or offers of forgiveness of tax due from that tax practitioner. 
The provision also imposed a maximum $5,000 penalty and five-year imprisonment, or both, on anyone convicted 
of such an offense. The urban aid bill, H.R. 11, passed by Congress in October 1992, but later vetoed by President 
Bush, included language to allow taxpayers to bring civil suits for damages against the United States. The change 
in approach embodied in H.R. 11 from the approach endorsed by the Congress in March reflects an effort to 
accommodate the government’s strong opposition to the use of criminal sanctions. Despite this concession, the 
IRS continues to oppose changing the law to resolve the issue, preferring instead to deal with it administratively. 
Sen. David Pryor (D-AR), the chief proponent of taxpayer rights legislation, introduced S. 542, a taxpayer rights 
bill, on March 10,1993. S. 542 includes a provision identical to H.R. 11’s provision that would allow taxpayers 
to bring civil suits for damages against the United States. S. 542 may be attached to President Clinton’s tax 
package when it is considered by the Senate. The AICPA believes that some sort of legislative solution is 
necessary to remove the incentive for government employees to solicit information in circumstances similar to the 
1991 case. For further details see page 17.
Amortization of Intangibles
The Internal Revenue Service has taken the position that current law prevents certain intangible assets from being 
amortized when such assets are acquired along with the goodwill of a business. However, disagreement exists 
about this position, and as a result taxpayers have encountered problems. Despite having lost several court cases, 
the IRS is adhering to this position. The two tax bills passed by the 102nd Congress and vetoed by President Bush 
included provisions that would have allowed businesses to write off goodwill and certain purchased assets, provided 
for amortization of such assets over a 14-year period, and applied prospectively to property acquired after the date 
of enactment of the legislation. A report by the General Accounting Office on the amortization of intangible assets 
released in August 1991 recognizes a need to reduce the cost to the IRS and conflict in this area by creating 
certainty with respect to useful lives. The report concludes that the tax rules should be changed to allow the 
amortization of purchased intangible assets, including goodwill, over specific cost recovery periods. In the 103rd 
Congress, on January 5, 1993, Rep. Dan Rostenkowski (D-IL), the chairman of the House Ways and Means 
Committee, introduced a package of simplification proposals (H.R. 13) that includes the intangible provisions that 
were in the tax bill vetoed by President Bush in late 1992. The House Ways and Means Committee included the
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amortization provisions from H.R. 13 in H.R. 1960, President Clinton’s tax package, which the Committee 
approved on May 13,1993. In addition, The U.S. Supreme Court ruled on April 20,1993 in favor of taxpayers 
and against the IRS in its decision on Newark Morning Ledger Co., v. United States. The Court found that the 
subscription lists acquired by a taxpayer had a limited useful life, the duration of which could be calculated 
with reasonable accuracy, and that the lists were separate and distinct from goodwill. The AICPA supports 
the amortization of intangible provisions included in H.R. 1960. For further details see page 18.
Auditor Responsibilities
Some Members of Congress believe that the role and responsibilities of auditors should be expanded to provide 
greater protection to the public. There is a sense that auditors can and should play a broader role in anticipating 
financial failures. The call for an expanded role for auditors brings the potential for placing unrealistic demands on 
auditors and the erosion of the self regulatory and private standard setting status of the profession. H.R. 574 was 
introduced by Reps. Ron Wyden (D-OR) and Edward Markey (D-MA) early in the 103rd Congress; the bill was 
approved by the House Energy and Commerce Committee on April 27,1993. As introduced, H.R. 574 would 
have amended the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to require that audits of publicly-owned corporations by 
an independent public accountant include, in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, as may 
be modified or supplemented by the Securities and Exchange Commission, the following: 1) procedures that 
would reasonably ensure the detection of illegal acts having a direct and material effect on the financial 
statements; 2) procedures to identify related party transactions material to the financial statements; and 3) an 
evaluation of a company’s ability to continue as a "going concern." The AICPA and members of the 
Telecommunications Subcommittee successfully negotiated language regarding auditing standards that 
preserves for the profession the principal responsibility for setting auditing standards and grants the 
Securities and Exchange Commission the back-up authority to modify or supplement the standards in only 
these three areas. With the inclusion of this language in H.R. 574, the AICPA withdrew its opposition to the 
bill and announced its support. The amended version of H.R. 574 was approved by the House Energy and 
Commerce Committee on April 27,1993. The AICPA supports the amended version of H.R. 574. For further 
details see page 19.
Pension Reform
Central to the accounting profession’s mission is ensuring meaningful financial reporting to help protect the 
investing public. With this mission in mind, on April 29, 1993, the AICPA issued a set of proposals aimed at 
providing greater disclosure of information so that American workers are adequately informed about one of 
their most important investments--their pensions. The collapse of large companies in some of America’s major 
industries has focused the national media spotlight on how those collapses have affected workers, and in 
particular cuts in their pensions. However, despite the media attention, many Americans do not know the 
condition of their pension or how to find out. Furthermore, if they were to undertake the task of assessing 
the financial health of their pension plan, they would discover some of the critical information necessary to 
do the analysis Is not routinely provided. Another aspect of the pension issue that has been considered by 
the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL), the General Accounting Office, and the Congress is pension plan audits. 
Three reports released by the DOL Office of Inspector General from 1987-89 identified some audit and 
reporting deficiencies, as well as recommended changes in the responsibilities of the independent 
accountants. DOL’s oversight of pension plan assets has also been questioned and current funding problems 
of pension plans have raised concerns about the possibility of a taxpayer bailout. One suggested reform, long 
advocated by the AICPA, is the repeal of limited scope audits, and the AICPA supports H.R. 198, a bill which 
would repeal limited scope audits. Adoption of the AlCPA’s recommendations by the U.S. Congress and DOL 
would ensure greater disclosure to help Americans find out what their pensions will be when they retire, 
whether their pensions are fully funded, and whether the government will pay the promised benefits if the 
employer cannot. For further details see page 20.
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Federal Regulation of Insurance Audits
In the 102nd Congress, in the wake of the failures by several insurance companies, legislation to regulate the 
financial condition of insurance and reinsurance companies in the United States was introduced in the House of 
Representatives by Rep. John Dingell (D-MI), the chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Committee. The 
bill’s introduction followed a long investigation into the solvency of the insurance industry. His bill included several 
provisions that were troubling to the profession and opposed by the AICPA. Those provisions would have 
supplanted the current system of private sector standard setting, required direct reporting of illegal acts by 
independent accountants, and dramatically altered the present system whereby State Boards of Accountancy 
license those authorized to offer auditing services. The bill’s language limiting the auditor’s civil liability exposure 
relative to reporting was also inadequate. Chairman Dingell reintroduced his insurance bill, H.R. 1290, on March 
10, 1993. H.R. 1290 includes the revisions the AICPA suggested be made to the bill in the last Congress. 
The House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection and Competitiveness 
held hearings on H.R. 1290 on April 22 and 28, 1993. Chairman Dingell also has said his Oversight and 
Investigations Subcommittee will hold hearings soon. Because Chairman Dingell accepted the profession’s 
proposed changes to H.R. 1290, the AICPA withdrew its opposition to the measure. We will continue to follow 
action on the bill to be certain that unacceptable changes are not made. For further details see page 21.
Regulation of Financial Planners
During the last Congress, the House of Representatives passed legislation to regulate financial planners. The 
AICPA was able to endorse the bill following successful, collaborative efforts by the AICPA and the sponsor of the 
bill, Rep. Rick Boucher (D-VA). The AICPA did not support early versions of the legislation because a private right 
of action would have been created to permit clients to sue the adviser and because the SEC would have been 
granted the authority to make rules interpreting provisions of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (Act). The version 
of the bill passed by the House preserved the original accountants’ exclusion provided under the Act, and did not 
include a provision establishing a private right of action. The AlCPA’s negotiations on this issue were bolstered by 
AICPA Key Person Contacts and members of the AICPA Personal Financial Planning Division. In the Senate, 
legislation that would have authorized the SEC to increase its registration fees for investment advisers to help pay 
for more SEC examiners was passed. Because the House and Senate versions were very different, House and 
Senate negotiators failed to reach an agreement on a compromise bill before the 102nd Congress adjourned. H.R. 
578, a bill similar to the one passed by the House in 1992, was approved on May 4,1993 by the House. H.R. 
578 provides: 1) additional resources for SEC supervision by imposing an annual fee of $300 to $7,000 on 
advisers required to register under the Act; 2) mandated risk-targeted examinations; 3) disclosure of conflicts 
of interest by advisers; and 4) that advisers recommend only suitable investments to their clients. In the 
Senate, Senator Chris Dodd (D-CT) introduced S. 423, a much narrower bill that imposes the same new fee 
structure upon investment advisers as included in H.R. 578. The AICPA supports H.R. 578 and has no 
objections to S. 423. The AICPA believes any new regulation should focus on those who engage in the type 
of activities that most frequently lead to fraud and abuse, which is the approach embodied in H.R. 578. 
Documented abuses involve individuals who sell investment products and who control client funds. No need has 
been demonstrated to regulate CPA financial planners who do not receive commissions for recommending 
investment products, sell investment products, or take custody of client funds. For further details see page 22.
Federal Regulation of Professional Fees
The 102nd Congress responded to charges that professional fees in bankruptcy cases are too high by including 
the question of whether such fees should be "controlled1' as a part of its consideration of a comprehensive reform 
of bankruptcy law. Accountants are among the professionals whose fees could be regulated if Congress enacted 
a provision controlling professional fees in bankruptcy cases. This Congress, the Bankruptcy Amendments Act 
of 1993, S. 540, was introduced by Sen. Howell Heflin (D-AL) on March 10, 1993. S. 540 is nearly identical 
to the measure passed unanimously by the Senate during the 102nd Congress. It includes provisions that 
would: 1) require the adoption of uniform, nationwide guidelines for applications of professional fees and 
expenses; 2) require two new criteria for fee-evaluation--only those fees for services deemed "beneficial
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toward the completion of a case" would be approved, and consideration of the "total value of the estate and 
the amount of funds or other property available for distribution to all creditors both secured and unsecured" 
before fees are approved. Under the new criteria, an accountant may be faced with a choice between the 
performance of non-compensated work or the material risk of a malpractice suit because of failure to perform 
certain tasks deemed unlikely to give "results;" 3) require consideration of whether the work was performed 
"within a reasonable amount of time commensurate with the complexity, importance and nature of the 
problem;" and 4) prohibit the court from allowing reimbursement for services by professionals that are deemed 
"duplicative." It is common and necessary for two sets of professionals to perform valuations of an estate to 
evaluate competing plans for reorganization. Separate committees (secured creditors, unsecured creditors) 
rely on their own professionals for objective and independent advice on contentious issues. This provision 
may penalize professionals responding to the needs of their committee if it later appears that the work of 
several committees is duplicative. The Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts and Administrative Practice, 
chaired by Sen. Heflin, held a hearing on S. 540 on March 31, 1993. Similar legislation has not yet been 
introduced in the House of Representatives. The AICPA currently is examining the question of whether 
professional fees in bankruptcy cases should be subject to further regulation. Safeguards already exist requiring 
the review and approval of professional fees, including the requirement that all professionals, subject to scrutiny 
by the Court, keep detailed, contemporaneous time records measured to the nearest 1/10 hour. Both the U.S. 
Trustee’s office or the Court presently may review any records and recommend changes in fee applications. For 
further details see page 23.
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LITIGATION REFORM
ISSUE: Should Congress enact reforms of the legal/judicial system that would assist in limiting exposure 
to abusive litigation reducing the number of meritless lawsuits?
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
CPA firms of all sizes have seen their liability exposure increase significantly in recent years. 
In our litigious society, lawsuits against business have increased dramatically. Too often, 
accountants are brought into these suits as peripheral defendants. However, under the present 
concept of "joint and several" liability, CPAs are liable for a disproportionate share of damages 
compared to their actual level of responsibility. As a result, CPAs face increases in the cost of 
liability insurance coverage, legal fees, damage awards and settlements. These increased costs 
are affecting the very viability of some firms to continue practicing. This litigious environment 
has also affected the way some CPAs conduct their practices, including the selection of clients. 
Continuation of this climate could permanently erode the vitality of the profession and the role 
it plays in the financial disclosure process of the U.S. capital markets.
BACKGROUND: Legislation was introduced in August 1992 following an educational effort by a coalition of 
businesses and professional organizations calling for the introduction of an acceptable litigation 
reform package. The bills, H.R. 5828 and S. 3181, were similar, but not identical. They both 
included a rule of proportionate liability, as well as provisions to discourage the filing of frivolous 
suits. While the legislation pertained only to suits brought under the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934, enactment would have established an important precedent for proportionate liability. 
H.R. 5828 was introduced by Rep. Billy Tauzin (D-LA).
RECENT
ACTION:
Rep. Tauzin introduced H.R. 417, which is identical to the bill he introduced in the last Congress, 
on January 5, 1993. It is co-sponsored by Reps. Mike Parker (D-MS), Ralph Hall (D-TX), Roy 
Rowland (D-GA), G. V. (Sonny) Montgomery (D-MS), Clay Shaw (R-FL), Jim Moran (D-VA), Ron 
Machtley (R-RI), Dan Burton (R-IN), Thomas Ewing (R-IL), Paul Gillmor (R-OH), Gene Green 
(D-TX), Dennis Hastert (R-IL), Paul Henry (R-MI), Henry Hyde (R-IL), Nancy Johnson (R-CT), 
Jon Kyi (R-AZ), John Linder (R-GA), Alex McMillan (R-NC), Michael McNulty (D-NY), Robert 
Michel (R-IL), Carlos Moorhead (R-CA), Stephen Neal (D-NC), Frank Pallone (D-NJ), Bill 
Paxon (R-NY), Collin Peterson (D-MN), John Porter (R-IL), Bobby Rush (D-IL), Dan Schaefer 
(R-CO), Don Sundquist (R-TN), Edolphus Towns (D-NY), Frederick Upton (R-MI), and Bill 
Zeliff (R-NH). Hearings have been promised before the House Energy and Commerce 
Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance. In the Senate, a Democratic co-sponsor 
is actively being sought. The Securities Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Banking, 
Housing and Urban Affairs has set potential hearings for June 17 and 24,1993. The 103rd 
Congress most likely also will consider an expanded statute of limitations for securities fraud 
suits (see page 10) as part of its comprehensive review of the profession’s litigation reform 
proposals.
AICPA
POSITION:
The AICPA is a member of the coalition comprised of over 400 business organizations that 
actively sought introduction of H.R. 5828 and S. 3181. The Institute strongly supports the 
passage of legislation to curb abusive lawsuits against CPAs, and will actively seek additional 
co-sponsors of the reintroduced bills. The AICPA believes the chief cause of the liability crisis 
is a judicial system that has become dangerously unbalanced as the result of a trend of 
expanding liability. Legitimate grievances require adequate redress, but fairness demands 
equity for both the defendant and the plaintiff. Such equity is now lacking, and the balance 
must be restored.
JURISDICTION: House Energy and Commerce. Senate Banking.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs
Paul V. Geoghan - Assistant General Counsel
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STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS EXTENSION FOR SECURITIES FRAUD
ISSUE:
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should the statute of limitations for initiating litigation which alleges fraud be expanded?
In recent years there has been a dramatic increase in the number and size of legal claims against 
CPA firms. This trend is to a large extent a product of the "deep pocket" syndrome where, under 
"joint and several" liability, CPAs are held liable for a disproportionate share of damages. Taken 
alone, expanding the statute of limitations for initiating litigation which alleges fraud under federal 
securities laws will only amplify the already serious liability problem that exists for the profession. 
It will also adversely affect many of the profession’s clients, especially those in start-up and high- 
tech companies.
In a U.S. Supreme Court decision, Lampf vs. Gilbertson, handed down in June 1991, the Court 
adopted a uniform statute of limitations for cases brought under Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934. The Court ruled that 10(b) claims must be brought within one year of the 
discovery of the violation or within three years after the date on which the violation occurred. In 
a related case, the Court ruled that the rule adopted in Lampf applied retroactively to all cases 
pending at the time of the decision. As a result, a number of pending cases were dismissed.
Some members of the 102nd Congress objected to the Court’s decisions and acted to overturn 
them. In the Senate, an amendment by Senator Richard Bryan (D-NV) was added to the original 
version of the bank reform bill to overturn the Court’s decisions by greatly expanding the amount 
of time plaintiffs have to file suit and eliminating the requirement that plaintiffs exercise 
reasonable diligence in discovering the alleged fraud. The amendment also would have reversed 
the Court’s action in making the decision retroactively applicable to pending cases and allowing 
them to be dismissed. Dismissed cases would be allowed to be reinstated. In the House of 
Representatives, Rep. Edward Markey (D-MA) introduced similar legislation.
The AICPA and others were able to convince members of the 102nd Congress that the 
discussion about the statute of limitations for filing securities fraud cases should be broadened 
to include other litigation reform proposals. Members of Congress in support of legislation to 
overturn the Lampf decision agreed to delay consideration of the prospective application of the 
ruling so long as the retroactive application was reversed. The banking reform legislation passed 
by the Congress in November 1991 and signed into law by President Bush included this 
compromise language. The retroactive application was especially troublesome to Members of 
Congress because a large number of pending cases were dismissed, including some related to 
Wall Street and savings and loan scandals.
Also, in 1992, the Senate approved language as amendments to three separate bills that would 
have extended the statute of limitations for professional liability suits from three to five years, 
retroactive to 1989. The House approved a similar amendment. However, the 102nd Congress 
adjourned without agreement or passage of final legislation.
An expanded statute of limitations for securities fraud suits most likely will be considered during 
the 103rd Congress’ comprehensive review of the profession’s litigation reform proposals. H.R. 
417 includes a statute of limitations provision that is applicable to civil suits (see page 9).
The AICPA believes that all aspects of the law governing securities fraud should be examined 
and legislation written that will separate frivolous harassment suits by sophisticated speculators 
and plaintiffs’ attorneys from cases of genuine fraud deserving complete recovery. We were 
successful in having discussed at a November 21, 1991 hearing by the House 
Telecommunications and Finance Subcommittee such other litigation reform proposals as: 
proportionate liability, fee shifting, and pleading reforms.
House Energy and Commerce. House Banking. Senate Banking.
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs
Brian D. Cooney - Director, Legislative Affairs
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TELEMARKETING FRAUD LEGISLATION
ISSUE:
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should Congress, in seeking to combat "telemarketing fraud," create a federal "private right of 
action’ that could lead to an increase in litigation and become a vehicle for common law fraud 
cases being brought in commercial litigation in the federal courts?
The importance of telemarketing legislation from the point of view of the accounting profession 
is to ensure that the terms are defined precisely enough so that legitimate businesses using the 
telephone in routine commercial transactions will not be subjected to unwarranted exposure to 
litigation. Imprecise language could result in common law fraud claims being brought as part 
of commercial litigation in the federal courts, and increase the number of lawsuits against CPAs 
and other legitimate businesses.
During the 102nd Congress, the House of Representatives and Senate passed telemarketing 
legislation, but lack of time at the end of the 102nd Congress prevented a telemarketing bill from 
gaining final Congressional approval. The telemarketing bills considered by the 102nd 
Congress were similar to bills passed by the 101st Congress.
In the House, H.R. 868, a telemarketing bill, was approved on March 2, 1993. It was 
introduced by Rep. Al Swift (D-WA) and is nearly identical to the bill the House passed last 
Congress. H.R. 868 directs the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to prescribe rules that 
define and prohibit deceptive, including fraudulent, telemarketing activities. The bill 
includes a broad definition of "telemarketing" that would include CPAs using a telephone 
for routine business transactions, including the solicitation of business. It also contains a 
private right of action. However, three provisions would limit accountants’ liability 
exposure: 1) "privity" requirement; 2) $50,000 threshold that would eliminate many potential 
plaintiffs; and 3) attorneys fees may be awarded to prevailing parties, which would 
discourage frivolous suits.
In the Senate, Senators Richard Bryan (D-NV), John McCain (R-AZ), and Slade Gorton (R- 
WA) introduced S. 568, the Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and Abuse Prevention Act, 
on March 11,1993. It’s similar to the bill passed by the Senate last Congress and includes 
two provisions that would help limit accountants’ exposure to telemarketing fraud suits. 
First, private claimants must have suffered at least $50,000 in actual damages in order to 
file a civil suit. Second, a "privity" clause in the bill will limit private rights of action in 
telemarketing fraud cases to persons "who actually purchased goods or services, or paid 
or (are) obligated to pay for goods or services.” The Senate Commerce Committee’s 
Consumer Subcommittee held a hearing on S. 568 on March 18, 1993. Another 
telemarketing bill, S. 557, was introduced by Senator Orrin Hatch (R-UT) on March 10,1993. 
S. 557 would enhance FBI enforcement and provide funding for additional federal 
prosecutors. Despite the fact that the bill includes a broad definition of telemarketing, it 
would not pose a problem for accountants in terms of frivolous litigation because it would 
create a criminal statute. Other helpful provisions in S. 557 include: 1) One or more 
interstate calls must be made in order to trigger the proposed law; and 2) In the bill’s 
section on "Findings and Declarations," Congress finds that telemarketing differs from other 
sales activities in that it is carried out by sellers with no direct contact with the customer. 
It would, of course, be necessary for an accounting firm to have direct contact with a client, 
via a signed engagement letter and personal meetings, due to the very nature of their 
services. No hearings have been held on S. 557.
The AICPA supports efforts to ensure that the terms used in any federal telemarketing fraud 
legislation are not so broad that the statute could be construed to cover the activities of 
legitimate businesses that use the telephone in the course of engaging in routine business 
transactions. The AICPA will continue to work to see that telemarketing legislation effectively 
addresses true telemarketing fraud.
House Energy and Commerce. Senate Commerce, Science and Transportation.
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 
Lisa M. Dinackus - Manager, Legislative Affairs 
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WORKLOAD PROBLEMS FOR CPAs CAUSED BY TRA ’86
ISSUE:
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should Congress modify the tax law to ease the workload imbalance that tax advisers are 
experiencing as a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA ’86) and the switch from fiscal 
years to calendar years for certain business entities?
TRA ’86 greatly increased the complexity of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC); it required trusts, 
partnerships, S corporations and personal service corporations to adopt a calendar year-end 
for tax purposes. Ultimately, as a result of an all-out effort by thousands of CPAs, TRA ’86 rules 
were modified by the addition of section 444 of the IRC to permit retention or adoption of fiscal 
years for partnerships, S corporations, and personal service corporations. While many small 
businesses did retain their fiscal years, most did not. The change to the calendar year by so 
many clients, coupled with the fact that firms now must spend more time with each client 
because of the increased complexity of the law, has resulted in a workload that is unacceptably 
heavy from December through May and unacceptably light during the remainder of the year. 
The workload imbalance applies not only in the tax area, but also in the areas of accounting and 
auditing. Firms with accounting and auditing clients face an imbalance because financial 
statements and audit reports are typically due within 90 days after year end. Some business 
owners have been adversely impacted because they are now on a calendar year end, although 
the nature of their business would make it more appropriate for them to use a fiscal year end.
The 102nd Congress twice passed bills embodying the AlCPA’s legislative proposal to alleviate 
the workload imbalance problem that came close to being enacted. However, the proposal was 
included in larger bills that were vetoed by President Bush. The proposal would have allowed 
certain taxpayers to use fiscal years, instead of calendar years, and was carefully crafted in an 
attempt to meet objectives of the Joint Tax Committee staff. The legislation would have 
permitted partnerships, S corporations and personal service corporations to elect any year-end 
for tax purposes, provided the entities met certain conditions aimed at ensuring the U.S. 
Treasury Department does not lose cash flow as a result of enactment of the legislation. The 
1990 budget agreement requires all new legislation to be revenue neutral. The conditions are 
1) an initial payment by September 15 of the year of change; 2) a required payment each May 
15 that the election is in effect; and 3) that the books are not maintained or annual financial 
statements prepared on the basis of a year different than that adopted for tax purposes.
President Clinton’s proposed increase in personal rates makes the approach supported by 
the AICPA last year unworkable because the increase in personal rates to 39.6 percent 
would mean a rise to a 41.6 percent rate (as opposed to the 29 percent required when the 
section 444 changes were first enacted) in the deposit to the IRS required for pass-through 
entities making a "new" section 444 election. The AICPA wrote the chairmen of the Ways 
and Means and Senate Finance Committees to let them know the Institute now opposes this 
approach and to ask that it not be included in any tax bills considered by this Congress. 
It was not included in the version of President Clinton’s tax bill approved on May 13,1993 
by the Ways and Means Committee.
The AICPA has embarked on an effort to convince Congress that businesses need to be 
allowed to use a natural business year for tax purposes, without being penalized by 
required interest-free loans to the government. We recognize that we face a long, uphill 
battle to accomplish this in today’s fiscal and budgetary environment, where tax provisions-- 
by law--must be revenue neutral. Our success last Congress in having the AICPA proposals 
included in the bills passed by Congress is largely due to the hard work of our members who 
let their elected representatives know about the importance of this issue. The AICPA has been 
pressuring Congress for years to alleviate the workload imbalance, and we will continue our 
campaign on this issue. The AICPA has testified that the workload compression was one of the 
main problems created by TRA ’86.
House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation 
Carol B. Ferguson - Technical Manager, Tax Division 
Joseph W. Schneid - Technical Manager, Tax Division 
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NEW ESTIMATED TAX RULES
ISSUE:
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA 
POSITION: 
JURISDICTION: 
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should the requirements enacted in 1991 for calculating estimated tax payments for some 
taxpayers be modified?
Many taxpayers and many of their CPAs are being forced to calculate estimated tax payments 
quarterly to avoid tax penalties. For certain taxpayers, the 1991 law eliminated the old safe 
harbor that allowed taxpayers to use 100 percent of the prior year’s tax for quarterly estimated 
taxes. Taxpayers whose modified adjusted gross income (AGI) grows by more than $40,000 
over the prior year and whose AGI exceeds $75,000 are affected. Millions of taxpayers, and 
therefore CPAs, have to make the calculations three times a year, in addition to preparing the 
tax return, to find out if the taxpayers are subject to the new rules.
In November 1991, a new law providing additional unemployment benefits to the long-term 
unemployed was signed, with much of the cost being paid for by changing the requirements for 
calculating estimated tax payments for certain taxpayers. The change, described below, is 
supposed to bring monies into the Treasury earlier and help meet the requirement of the 1990 
budget agreement that any new costs be offset with spending cuts or additional revenues.
The new law eliminated the 100 percent of the prior year’s tax safe harbor for quarterly estimated 
taxes if the taxpayer’s modified AGI grows by more than $40,000 over the prior year and if the 
taxpayer has AGI over $75,000 in the current year. The following exceptions are provided: 1) 
The first estimated tax payment each year may be based on 100 percent of the prior year’s 
liability; 2) Taxpayers not subject to estimated tax requirements during any of the three prior 
years may base their current estimated payments on 100 percent of the prior year’s liability; 3) 
Gains from involuntary conversions and from the sale of a principal residence are not included 
in determining whether the $40,000 threshold is exceeded; and 4) If they have less than a 10 
percent ownership interest, limited partners and S corporation shareholders may use the prior 
year’s income from the partnership or S corporation in determining whether the $40,000 
threshold is exceeded. The change in the law is effective for tax years 1992 through 1996.
Tax bills introduced in the 102nd Congress and eventually vetoed by President Bush modified 
the estimated tax rules for individuals along the lines recommended by the AICPA. However, the 
version of the proposal adopted by Congress in H.R. 11 was changed so much from its original 
form that the AICPA withdrew its support of the measure.
In the Senate, a bill to repeal the 1991 estimated tax rules was introduced in April by Senator 
Dale Bumpers (D-AR). The measure, S. 739, reflects the thrust of the changes 
recommended to Congress by the AICPA--that a measurable safe harbor be restored to the 
calculation of estimated taxes for unincorporated businesses and certain individual 
taxpayers. Specifically, S. 739 would: 1) permit taxpayers who now use the 100% previous- 
year tax safe harbor to keep using it; 2) restore an estimated-tax safe harbor based on a 
previous year tax liability to taxpayers who lost their safe harbor when the 1991 law was 
implemented; 3) require some taxpayers with income above $150,000 to use 110% of their 
previous year’s tax liability (rather than 100%) as a safe harbor; and 4) be effective January 
1, 1994.
in the House, the Ways and Means Committee included in its version of President Clinton’s 
tax bill, H.R. 1960, a simpler, but more restrictive, version of S. 739. Under H.R. 1960, 
individuals with less than $150,000 AGI could use the 100% previous-year tax safe harbor, 
while individuals with more than $150,000 AGI would be required to use 110% of their 
previous year’s tax liability. Taxpayers would also be allowed to use the 90% of the current 
year’s liability safe harbor.
The AICPA strongly supports S. 739, and will support the estimated tax provision in H.R. 
1960, if the S. 739 approach is not adopted by the Senate.
House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation 
Carol B. Ferguson - Technical Manager - Tax Division 
Joseph W. Schneid - Technical Manager - Tax Division 
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TAX SIMPLIFICATION
ISSUE:
WHY ITS 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should the Internal Revenue Code and regulations be simplified?
The tax law has become so complex it is in danger of eroding our system of voluntary tax 
compliance. Taxpayers and tax practitioners are increasingly frustrated with the burden of trying 
to understand and comply with the law. In addition, the IRS finds it increasingly difficult to 
administer the law.
The 102nd Congress twice passed legislation containing many tax simplification provisions; both 
bills were vetoed by President Bush.
On January 5,1993, Rep. Dan Rostenkowski (D-IL), the chairman of the House Ways and Means 
Committee, introduced a package of simplification proposals, H.R. 13, that contains most of the 
provisions from the two bills passed by the last Congress.
The Ways and Means and Senate Finance Committees held hearings this spring on President 
Clinton’s tax proposals. AICPA testimony before both committees focused on the complexity 
of a number of the provisions, including the incremental investment credit, and offered 
simplified alternatives. The Ways and Means Committee dropped President Clinton’s 
incremental investment credit from its version of the President’s tax package, H.R. 1960. 
Most of Chairman Rostenkowski’s tax simplification provisions were not included in H.R. 
1960 because the Committee complied as much as possible with President Clinton’s request 
to write a "clean" bill that closely followed his bill. If the House considers a second tax bill, 
the provisions of H.R. 13 are likely to be included.
In April 1993, the AICPA issued a "Tax Complexity Index," which is designed to enable 
lawmakers and others to measure the degree of complexity-and, therefore, the potential for 
taxpayer confusion--contained in any tax proposal under consideration. The AICPA "Index" 
was sent, with a request for comments, to all members Of the Ways and Means and Finance 
Committees, appropriate Congressional staff, and key officials at the IRS and Treasury 
Department.
Senator David Pryor (D-AR) introduced S. 762, the Pension Simplification Act, on April 2, 
1993. The bill is designed to simplify the rules governing the treatment of private pension 
plans, as well as to increase access to pension plans.
During 1989 and 1990, the AICPA Tax Division’s Tax Simplification Committee actively 
promoted an enhanced awareness of the need to consider simplification in future tax legislative 
and regulatory activity, identified specific areas in existing tax law in need of simplification, and 
worked with Congress and the Treasury on the implementation of simplification proposals. In 
the fall of 1991, the AICPA Board of Directors and AICPA Council adopted a resolution 
encouraging the federal government to do "all that is necessary for tax simplification."
In Congressional testimony the AICPA has endorsed simplification stressing the need to simplify 
the tax code in order to preserve our voluntary compliance tax system. Examples of provisions 
singled out for support include: a simplified method of applying the uniform capitalization rules; 
restoring an estimated tax safe harbor for smaller corporations if no tax had been paid in the 
prior year; simplifying the earned income credit; broad changes to the pension area; and the 
creation of a safe harbor for determination of a principal residence in a divorce or separation.
The AICPA continues to push for tax simplification and views the introduction of H.R. 13, the first 
tax bill introduced in the 103rd Congress, as a positive sign that Congress is serious about 
pursuing the issue.
House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation
Carol B. Ferguson - Technical Manager - Tax Division
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SUBCHAPTER S IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL
ISSUE: Should Congress improve Subchapter S of the Internal Revenue Code to make S corporations 
more available and more useful for small business?
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
Following the Tax Reform Act of 1986 many corporate clients opted to change their tax 
status from the traditional two-tier system of corporate taxation to the single-level tax permitted 
by subchapter S. Currently, over 1,250,000 corporations file as S corporations. This is nearly 
40% of all corporations that file tax returns and represents a significant portion of a typical CPA’s 
business tax practice.
Subchapter S is only available for certain corporations that can meet sharply defined 
requirements such as a maximum number of shareholders, a single class of stock, and certain 
types of shareholders. These strictures make subchapter S more complicated to use, foreclose 
certain types of financing vehicles, necessitate unnecessarily complex corporate structures to 
manage liability concerns, and create a number of "traps" which business owners can unwittingly 
fall into with serious results. These problems make subchapter S less useful for small 
businesses. Also, in advising clients, CPAs find subchapter S unnecessarily complicated.
RECENT
ACTION:
The AICPA, together with representatives from the American Bar Association and the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce, has developed a proposal consisting of 26 separate changes to 
Subchapter S. The proposals are designed to:
■ Make small businesses in the form of S corporations more attractive investment vehicles 
for venture capitalists.
- Enable owners of S corporations to more easily plan for the succession of their 
businesses to younger generations or employees.
■ Permit S corporations to separately incorporate separate portions of their businesses to 
control liability exposure.
■ Simplify subchapter S to remove traps that cause small business owners to shy away from 
using the S corporation business form or cause unnecessary tax planning to avoid 
jeopardizing the S election.
■ Place S corporations on a par with other forms of doing business and S corporate 
owners on a par with small business owners using other business forms.
AICPA
POSITION:
Senators David Pryor (D-AR) and John Danforth (R-MO) have agreed to serve as lead co­
sponsors in the Senate for the proposal. Sponsors in the House of Representatives are being 
actively solicited.
The AICPA supports the proposal to improve subchapter S.
JURISDICTION: House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation
James A. Woehlke - Technical Manager, Tax Division
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RECOGNITION OF APPRECIATION OF ASSETS AT DEATH
ISSUE: Should Congress modify the present law to tax appreciated assets owned by a decedent?
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
The issues of importance to CPAs are primarily ones of simplicity and equity. Utilizing fair 
market value (step up of basis) at date of death is clearly simpler than having to calculate 
the decedent’s basis (carryover basis). With estate tax rates at confiscatory levels, up to 60% 
federal and state, it is inequitable to apply an income tax or an additional estate tax to the 
appreciated assets. This is bad economic policy, as well, and likely to prevent the continuance 
of many family farms and small businesses from one generation to the next.
BACKGROUND: Prior to his election, President Clinton raised the issue of taxing capital gains at death in an 
interview.
RECENT
ACTION:
This proposal is not included in the version of President Clinton’s tax package, H.R. 1960, 
that was approved by the House Ways and Means Committee on May 13,1993. It also is 
not included in any other current legislative proposals. However, it could be raised at any 
time Congress or the Administration needs revenue.
AICPA
POSITION:
In 1976, the AICPA released Statement of Tax Policy #4, "Estate and Gift Tax Reform." At 
that time, the AICPA recommended that when a decedent owning appreciated assets dies, the 
appreciation should not be subject to the income tax and the beneficiaries should take a basis 
in the property received equal to its fair market value.
Following President Clinton’s comments, the AICPA created a task force to recommend an 
updated position on the issue that could be used for testimony before appropriate 
Congressional tax committees and to represent our position to Department of Treasury officials 
and other interested professional organizations. At its January 1993 meeting, the Tax 
Executive Committee approved the task force’s recommendation that it is strongly opposed 
to taxing capital gains at death.
JURISDICTION: House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation
William R. Stromsem - Director, Tax Division
Loretta M. Bonner - Technical Manager, Tax Division
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GOVERNMENT SOLICITATION OF CONFIDENTIAL CLIENT INFORMATION
ISSUE: Should the Internal Revenue Code be amended to penalize the solicitation of confidential client 
information from CPAs, attorneys, or enrolled agents ("tax practitioner") in exchange for a 
reduction of taxes, penalties, or interest owed by the tax practitioner?
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
The confidentiality of the relationship between the CPA and the client is important to the 
maintenance of that relationship and the successful performance of the CPA’s duties. 
Currently, in very rare instances government employees encourage tax practitioners to violate 
that confidentiality by offering to reduce amounts owed to the government by the tax 
practitioner. This can undermine the nature of the client-CPA relationship.
BACKGROUND: This issue was raised in the public’s consciousness as a result of a 1991 case. From 1982 to 
1985, a CPA provided information to the IRS about a client in return for a promise from the IRS 
to decrease his own unpaid tax obligations. The client was later indicted by a federal grand 
jury for income tax evasion. Ultimately, the charges against the client were dropped by the U.S. 
Department of Justice in 1991, but the question of the government’s ability to obtain confidential 
client information by offering to reduce a practitioner’s debts to the government remains.
Congress demonstrated a willingness to resolve this issue legislatively when it included 
language in H.R. 4210 passed in March 1992, which was subsequently vetoed by President 
Bush. The bill made it illegal for any government employee to entice confidential client 
information from a CPA, attorney, or enrolled agent in exchange for deferment, forgiveness, or 
offers of forgiveness of the determination or collection of tax due from that CPA, attorney, or 
enrolled agent. The provision also imposed a maximum $5,000 penalty and five-year 
imprisonment, or both, on anyone convicted of such an offense.
The urban aid bill, H.R. 11, passed by Congress in October 1992, but later vetoed by President 
Bush, included language to allow taxpayers to bring civil suits for damages against the United 
States. The change in approach embodied in H.R. 11 from the approach endorsed by the 
Congress in H.R. 4210 reflects an effort to accommodate the government’s strong opposition 
to the use of criminal sanctions. Despite this concession, the IRS continues to oppose 
changing the law to resolve the issue, preferring instead to deal with it administratively.
RECENT
ACTION:
Sen. David Pryor (D-AR), the chief proponent of taxpayer rights legislation, introduced 
S. 542, a taxpayer rights bill, on March 10,1993. S. 542 Includes a provision identical to 
H.R. 11 ’s provision that would allow taxpayers to bring civil suits for damages against the 
United States. S. 542 may be attached to President Clinton’s tax package when it is 
considered by the Senate.
AICPA
POSITION:
The AICPA Code of Professional Conduct prohibits AICPA members from providing 
confidential information to the IRS.
JURISDICTION:
Because of the 1991 case, the AICPA endorsed changing the law to punish government 
employees who offer to forgive a tax practitioner’s taxes in exchange for confidential client 
information and to prohibit the government from using information obtained from practitioners 
against taxpayers in any proceeding, administrative or judicial.
The AICPA believes that some sort of legislative solution is necessary to remove the incentive 
for government employees to solicit information in circumstances similar to the 1991 case.
House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation
Marianne Micco - Technical Manager, Tax Division
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AMORTIZATION OF INTANGIBLES
ISSUE: Should present law regarding the valuation and amortization of intangible assets for tax purposes 
be changed?
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
Amortization of intangibles is a issue of importance to the business community. The IRS has 
taken the position, through issuance of a Coordinated Issue Paper, that current law prevents 
certain intangible assets from being amortized when such assets are acquired along with the 
goodwill of a business. Examples of such intangible assets are customer or subscriber lists, 
bank core deposits, computer software, and favorable lease and financing terms. However, 
disagreement exists about the IRS’ position. As a result, taxpayers have experienced problems 
with IRS audits. Courts considering this issue have ruled both for the IRS and the taxpayer 
further confusing how such intangible assets should be treated.
BACKGROUND: The General Accounting Office (GAO) released a report on the amortization of intangibles in 
August 1991 that recognizes a need to reduce the costs to the IRS and conflict in this area by 
creating certainty with respect to useful lives. The report concludes that the tax rules should be 
changed to allow the amortization of purchased intangible assets, including goodwill, over 
specific cost recovery periods. The two tax bills passed by the 102nd Congress and vetoed by 
President Bush included provisions that would have allowed businesses to write off goodwill and 
certain purchased assets, such as those described above, provided for amortization of such 
assets over a 14-year period, and applied prospectively tb property acquired after the date of 
enactment of the legislation.
RECENT
ACTION:
On January 5, 1993, Rep. Dan Rostenkowski (D-IL), the chairman of the House Ways and 
Means Committee, introduced a package of simplification proposals (H.R. 13) that includes the 
intangible provisions included in the tax bill vetoed in late 1992.
The U.S. Supreme Court, on April 20,1993, ruled in favor of the taxpayer in its decision on 
Newark Morning Ledqer Co., v. United States, thereby reversing and remanding the decision 
of the Court of Appeals. The Supreme Court found that the subscription lists acquired by 
the taxpayer had a limited useful life, the duration of which could be calculated with 
reasonable accuracy, and that the lists were separate and distinct from goodwill.
Chairman Rostenkowski’s amortization proposal is included in H.R. 1960, President Clinton’s 
tax package, which was approved by the Ways and Means Committee on May 13, 1993.
AICPA
POSITION:
The AICPA supports the amortization provisions in H.R. 1960, and wrote Chairman 
Rostenkowski expressing the need for legislation even after the favorable Supreme Court 
decision.
Additionally, the AICPA has issued an exposure draft of a statement of position (SOP) concerning 
financial reporting for advertising activities and certain other activities undertaken to create 
intangible assets. The Institute’s Income Tax Accounting Committee also prepared a paper 
concerning the amortization of advertising expense which it presented to the U.S. Department 
of the Treasury on September 7, 1990.
JURISDICTION: House Ways and Means. Senate Finance.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Gerald W. Padwe - Vice President, Taxation
Carol K. Shaffer - Technical Manager, Tax Division
Joel M. Tanenbaum - Technical Manager, Accounting Standards
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AUDITOR RESPONSIBILITIES
ISSUE:
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION:
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should the independent auditor’s role and responsibilities relative to audits of publicly owned 
corporations be expanded?
Some Members of Congress believe that the role and responsibilities of auditors should be 
expanded to provide greater protection to the public. This call for greater expectations 
of auditors reflects the positive value placed on CPAs’ services.
The accounting profession was the subject of 23 oversight hearings from 1985-1988; the 
hearings were conducted by Rep. John Dingell (D-MI), the chairman of the Subcommittee on 
Oversight and Investigations of the House Energy and Commerce Committee. The hearings 
focused on the effectiveness of independent accountants who audit publicly owned corporations 
and the performance of the SEC in meeting its responsibilities. The AICPA testified three times.
Attention in the 1O1st Congress shifted to expanding auditors’ responsibility. The AICPA helped 
develop a proposal that would have expanded auditors’ responsibility to, among other things, 
detect and report illegal activities. The AICPA supported the proposal because it was a 
reasonable and responsible attempt to address public concerns and expectations about the 
integrity of the financial reporting process and related auditor involvement, and it was consistent 
with the role and private sector status of the profession. The proposal passed the House as a 
part of the Omnibus Crime Bill, but was not included in the final version of the bill enacted into 
law by the 101st Congress.
In early 1992, Reps. Ron Wyden (D-OR) and Edward Markey (D-MA) introduced a measure, H.R. 
4313, expanding auditors’ responsibilities in reporting and detecting fraud. At the end of last 
Congress, the full House of Representatives passed this measure as an amendment to its 
investment advisor’s legislation. However, the Wyden provision was rejected during the House 
and Senate conference because the Senate had never held hearings or considered similar 
legislation dealing with the issue.
A bill nearly identical to H.R. 4313 was reintroduced by Reps. Wyden and Markey in 
the 103rd Congress. It is H.R. 574 and would have amended the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 to require that audits of publicly-owned corporations by an independent public 
accountant include, in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, as may be 
modified or supplemented by the Securities and Exchange Commission, the following:
■ procedures that would reasonably ensure the detection of illegal acts having a direct and 
material effect on the financial statements;
■ procedures to identify related party transactions material to the financial statements; and
■ an evaluation of a company’s ability to continue as a "going concern."
The AICPA and members of the Telecommunications Subcommittee successfully negotiated 
language regarding auditing standards that preserves for the profession the principal 
responsibility for setting auditing standards and grants the Securities and Exchange 
Commission the back-up authority to modify or supplement the standards in only these three 
areas. With the inclusion of this language in H.R. 574 by the Subcommittee on March 18, 
1993, the AICPA withdrew its opposition to the bill and announced its support. H.R. 574 was 
approved by the House Energy and Commerce Committee on April 27,1993. Consideration 
by the entire House is expected soon.
The AICPA supports the amended version of H.R. 574.
House Energy and Commerce. Senate Banking.
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 
Joseph F. Moraglio - Vice President, Federal Government Division
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PENSION REFORM
ISSUE:
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
Do present Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) requirements ensure 
that an adequate amount of information is available to workers to assess the financial 
position of their pension plans?
Central to the accounting profession’s mission is ensuring meaningful financial reporting 
to help protect the investing public. With this mission in mind, the AICPA issued a set of 
proposals aimed at providing greater disclosure of information so that American workers 
are adequately informed about one of their most important investments-their pensions.
The collapse of large companies in some of America’s major industries has focused the 
national media spotlight on how those collapses have affected workers, and in particular 
their pensions. Related horror stories of shattered dreams and reduced circumstances are 
told. However, despite the media attention and the personal Identification that all workers 
can feel with those who have had their pension income cut, many Americans do not know 
the condition of their pension or how to find out. Furthermore, if they were to undertake 
the task of assessing the financial health of their pension plan, they would discover some 
of the critical information necessary to do the analysis is not routinely provided.
Another aspect of the pension issue that has been considered by the U.S. Department of 
Labor (DOL), the General Accounting Office, and the Congress is pension plan audits. 
Three reports released by the DOL Office of Inspector General from 1987-89 identified some 
audit and reporting deficiencies, as well as recommended changes in the responsibilities 
of the independent accountants. DOL’s oversight of pension plan assets has also been 
questioned and current funding problems of pension plans have raised concerns about the 
possibility of a taxpayer bailout. One suggested reform, long advocated by the AICPA, is 
the repeal of limited scope audits. Currently, ERISA requirements permit plan 
administrators to instruct independent accountants not to audit assets held in certain 
government regulated entities, such as banks (limited scope audits). At present, this 
authority is exercised in about half of the required ERISA audits.
On April 29, 1993, the AICPA called on the U.S. Congress and DOL to act on its 
recommendations. Adoption of the recommendations would ensure greater disclosure to 
help Americans find out what their pensions will be when they retire, whether their pensions 
are fully funded, and whether the government will pay the promised benefits if the employer 
cannot. Among the recommendations are the following:
■ Audits of pension plan financial statements by independent CPAs should be full-scope 
in nature to make sure all plan investments are audited. (A bill repealing limited scope 
audits, H.R. 198, has been introduced in the House of Representatives by Reps. Bill 
Hughes (D-NJ) and Sherwood Boehiert (R-NY).)
■ The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) should enhance and expand the information required 
in the Summary Annual Report (SAR) to include such fundamentals as how much the plan 
has promised to pay participants, whether the plan is currently funded to make good on 
those commitments, and whether plan benefits are insured by the government’s Pension 
Benefit Guaranty Corporation. The SAR is the one document required by law to be 
furnished to employees annually by most pension plans and does not now contain this 
information.
■ The DOL should ensure that every individual member of multi-employer pension plans 
(for example, union-sponsored plans) has access to information on how much benefits he 
or she has earned.
AICPA 
POSITION: 
JURISDICTION: 
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
The AICPA supports H.R. 198.
House Education and Labor. Senate Labor and Human Resources.
Joseph F. Moragiio - Vice President, Federal Government Division 
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 
Ian A. MacKay - Director, Federal Government Division
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FEDERAL REGULATION OF INSURANCE AUDITS
ISSUE: Should legislation to regulate the financial condition of the insurance industry grant the right to 
set auditing and accounting standards for the insurance industry to a government entity?
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
It is not the issue of how the insurance industry is regulated, per se, that is of importance 
to CPAs, but the role they are asked to play in that regulation. The concepts involved~who 
will set accounting and auditing standards, direct reporting of illegal acts by CPAs, and the type 
of safe harbor provided to protect accountants from unwarranted legal liability-have broad 
applicability to the profession and CPAs in small and large firms.
BACKGROUND: The insurance industry is now regulated by the individual states, not the federal government. 
However, the solvency of insurance companies has long concerned Congress and has been 
examined at length by Rep. John Dingell’s (D-MI) House Energy and Commerce Committee. 
Congressional concern has been fueled by the failure of such insurance companies as 
Executive Life Insurance Company, Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company, and Guarantee 
Security Life Insurance Company.
In April 1992, Rep. Dingell introduced the Federal Insurance Solvency Act of 1992, which would 
have established an independent federal regulatory agency to regulate the financial condition 
of insurance and reinsurance companies in the United States. The accounting profession 
opposed several provisions in the bill. Those provisions would have supplanted the current 
system of private sector standard setting, required direct reporting of illegal acts by independent 
accountants, and dramatically altered the present system whereby State Boards of Accountancy 
license those authorized to offer auditing services. The bill’s language limiting the auditor’s civil 
liability exposure relative to reporting was also inadequate.
RECENT
ACTION:
Chairman Dingell reintroduced his insurance bill, H.R. 1290, on March 10,1993. H.R. 1290 
includes the revisions the AICPA suggested be made to the bill in the last Congress. The 
House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection and 
Competitiveness held hearings on H.R. 1290 on April 22 and 28, 1993. Chairman Dingell 
also has said his Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee will hold hearings soon.
AICPA
POSITION:
Because Chairman Dingell accepted the profession’s proposed changes to H.R. 1290, the 
AICPA withdrew its opposition to the measure. We will continue to follow action on the bill 
to be certain that unacceptable changes are not made.
JURISDICTION: House Energy and Commerce. Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs
Brian D. Cooney - Director, Legislative Affairs
Maryanne McCormick - Manager, Legislative Affairs
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REGULATION OF FINANCIAL PLANNERS
ISSUE: As a means of providing greater protection to the public from unscrupulous financial planners, 
should the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (Act) be amended to limit the professional’s 
(attorney, accountant, engineer, teacher) incidental activity exemption, require all who hold 
themselves out as financial planners" to register as investment advisers, create a private right 
of action which would expand liability, and increase administrative sanctions and penalties for 
the entire financial planner/investment adviser community?
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT
TO CPAs:
Financial planning is one of the traditional services long provided by CPAs to their clients. As 
trusted financial advisers and professionals, CPAs are looked to by their clients to provide 
financial planning advice. CPAs are already regulated by respective state boards of 
accountancy for the services they provide the public. Generally, CPAs do not render specific 
investment advice as part of their financial planning activities. The existing Act provides an 
exception for accountants who provide investment advice as an incidental part of other services. 
Requiring all financial planners to register as investment advisers would increase the regulatory 
burden on CPAs. This would increase the cost of financial planning services with no 
demonstrated benefit to the public.
BACKGROUND: During the last Congress, the House of Representatives passed legislation to regulate financial 
planners. The AICPA was able to endorse the bill following a successful collaborative effort by 
the AICPA and the sponsors of the bill, Reps. Rick Boucher (D-VA) and Ed Markey (D-MA). The 
AICPA did not support early versions of the legislation because a private right of action would 
have been created to permit clients to sue the adviser and because the SEC would have been 
granted the authority to make rules interpreting provisions of the Act. The version of the bill 
passed by the House preserved the present accountants’ exclusion provided under the Act, and 
did not include a provision establishing a private right of action. The AlCPA’s negotiations on 
this issue were bolstered by AICPA Key Person Contacts and members of the AICPA Personal 
Financial Planning Division. In the Senate, legislation that would have authorized the SEC to 
increase its registration fees for investment advisers to help pay for more SEC examiners was 
passed. Because the House and Senate versions were very different, House and Senate 
negotiators failed to reach an agreement on a compromise bill before the 102nd Congress 
adjourned.
RECENT
ACTION:
The House passed H.R. 578, the Investment Adviser Regulatory Enhancement and 
Disclosure Act of 1993, on May 4,1993. It was introduced by Rep. Boucher on January 26, 
1993 and is similar to the bill passed by the House last year. H.R. 578 provides: 1) 
additional resources for SEC supervision by imposing an annual fee of $300 to $7,000 on 
advisers required to register under the Act; 2) mandated risk-targeted examinations; 3) 
disclosure of conflicts of interest by advisers; and 4) that advisers recommend only suitable 
investments to their clients. In the Senate, Senator Chris Dodd (D-CT) introduced S. 423, 
a much narrower bill that imposes the same new fee structure upon investment advisers 
as included in H.R. 578.
AICPA
POSITION:
The AICPA supports H.R. 578 and has no objections to S. 423. The AICPA believes any new 
regulation should focus on those who engage in the type of activities that most frequently 
lead to fraud and abuse, which is the approach embodied in H.R. 578. Documented abuses 
involve individuals who sell investment products and who Control client funds. No need has been 
demonstrated to regulate CPA financial planners who do not receive commissions for 
recommending investment products, sell investment products, or take custody of client funds. 
Therefore, efforts to curb fraud and abuse in the investment advisory marketplace should be 
directed at the services the individual provides to the public, rather than how the services are 
advertised or what they are called.
JURISDICTION: House Energy and Commerce. Senate Banking.
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs
Phyllis Bernstein - Director, Personal Financial Planning
Lisa M. Dinackus - Manager, Legislative Affairs
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FEDERAL REGULATION OF PROFESSIONAL FEES
ISSUE:
WHY IT’S 
IMPORTANT 
TO CPAs:
BACKGROUND:
RECENT
ACTION:
AICPA
POSITION:
JURISDICTION: 
AICPA STAFF 
CONTACTS:
Should legislation to provide a comprehensive reform of bankruptcy law include provisions to 
"control" professional fees?
Accountants are among those professionals who may have their fees further regulated if 
bankruptcy reform legislation that includes such a provision is enacted. Accountants typically 
provide two basic services in bankruptcy cases-they provide reliable financial, statistical, and 
operating information to various users and they evaluate the feasibility of reorganization plans. 
Debtors and creditors are equally in need of such information.
National media attention to rising numbers of large bankruptcy cases and the size of fee 
petitions by professionals involved in resolving those cases triggered Congressional interest in 
this issue during the last Congress. While some professional fees in these cases have risen 
recently, it is generally a reflection of increasingly complex situations-guarantees and cross- 
collateralization, complex capital structures, large contingent liabilities and complicated legal 
structures are some examples--rather than excessive professional fees. However, the media’s 
typical portrayal was that the present system allowed some professionals to become rich while 
creditors waited for their share of the dwindling bankruptcy estate. As a result, the 102nd 
Congress included provisions concerning payment of professional fees in bankruptcy reform 
legislation. The House of Representatives and Senate each passed a bankruptcy reform bill 
during the 102nd Congress, but the Congress adjourned before a final version of the legislation 
could be approved.
The Bankruptcy Amendments Act of 1993, S. 540, was introduced by Sen. Howell Heflin (D- 
AL) on March 10,1993. S. 540 is nearly identical to the measure passed unanimously by 
the Senate during the 102nd Congress. It includes provisions that would: 1) require the 
adoption of uniform, nationwide guidelines for applications of professional fees and 
expenses; 2) require two new criteria for fee-evaluation-oniy those fees for services 
deemed "beneficial toward the completion of a case" would be approved, and consideration 
of the "total value of the estate and the amount of funds or other property available for 
distribution to all creditors both secured and unsecured" before fees are approved. Under 
the new criteria, an accountant may be faced with a choice between the performance of 
non-compensated work or the material risk of a malpractice suit because of failure to 
perform certain tasks deemed unlikely to give "results;" 3) require consideration of whether 
the work was performed "within a reasonable amount of time commensurate with the 
complexity, importance and nature of the problem;" and 4) prohibit the court from allowing 
reimbursement for services by professionals that are deemed "duplicative." It is common 
and necessary for two sets of professionals to perform valuations of an estate to evaluate 
competing plans for reorganization. Separate committees (secured creditors, unsecured 
creditors) rely on their own professionals for objective and independent advice on 
contentious issues. This provision may penalize professionals responding to the needs of 
their committee if it later appears that the work of several committees is duplicative. The 
Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts and Administrative Practice, chaired by Sen. 
Heflin, held a hearing on S. 540 on March 31,1993.
Similar legislation has not yet been introduced in the House of Representatives. However, 
supporters of bankruptcy reform legislation are intent on seeing such legislation passed by 
the 103rd Congress.
The AICPA currently is examining the question of whether professional fees in bankruptcy cases 
should be subject to further regulation. Safeguards already exist requiring the review and 
approval of professional fees, including the requirement that all professionals, subject to scrutiny 
by the Court, keep detailed, contemporaneous time records measured to the nearest 1/10 hour. 
Both the U.S. Trustee’s office or the Court presently may review any records and recommend 
changes in fee applications.
House Judiciary. Senate Judiciary.
J. Thomas Higginbotham - Vice President, Congressional and Political Affairs 
Brian D. Cooney - Director, Legislative Affairs 
Lisa M. Dinackus - Manager, Legislative Affairs 
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OTHER ISSUES
Some of the other legislative, regulatory, and tax issues that the AICPA is monitoring include:
Tax Issues
■ Capital gains tax proposals
■ Cash versus accrual method of accounting for tax purposes
■ Tax options for revenue enhancement
■ Passive activity loss rules
■ Unrelated Business Income Tax (UBIT)
Auditing and Accounting Issues
■ Pending SEC release on management’s reports on internal control
■ Comprehensive review by the SEC Chief Accountant’s Office of the SEC’s independence rules 
applicable to accountants
■ Quality of audits of federal financial assistance
■ GAAP/RAP issues
■ Mark to market - GAAP issues
■ Improving federal financial management practices
Regulatory Issues
■ Real estate appraisal legislation and regulation
■ Consultant registration and certification
Trade Issues
European Community Common Market Trade Agreement EURO (1992) 
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
Professional/Human Resource Issues
■ Domestic employees tax simplifcation (IRS Form 941)
■ Tax incentives for the creation of affordable, quality child care options
If you would like additional details on any of these issues, please contact our office.
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AICPA PROFILE
HISTORY
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) was founded in 1887. Its creation marked the 
emergence of accountancy as a profession, distinguished by its educational requirements, high professional 
standards, strict code of professional ethics, licensing status, and commitment to serving the public interest.
The AICPA is the national professional association of certified public accountants in the United States. Members 
are CPAs from every state and territory of the United States, and the District of Columbia. Currently, there are more 
than 310,000 members. Approximately 45 percent of those members are in public practice, and the other 55 
percent include members working in industry, education, government, and other various categories.
OBJECTIVES
In its continuing effort to serve the public interest, the Institute creates and grades the Uniform CPA Examination, 
develops auditing standards, upholds the Code of Professional Conduct, provides continuing professional education 
and contributes technical advice to government and to private sector rule-making bodies in areas such as 
accounting standards, taxation, banking and thrifts.
LEADERSHIP
The Chairman of the AICPA Board of Directors is elected from the membership and serves a one-year term. Jake 
L. Netterville of Baton Rouge, Louisiana is Chairman of the AICPA.
Philip B. Chenok, CPA, is the President and Chief Executive Officer of the AICPA.
The AICPA Council is the association’s policy-making governing body. Its 260 members represent every state and 
U.S. territory. The Council meets twice a year.
The Board of Directors acts as the executive committee of Council, directing Institute activities between Council 
meetings. The 21 member Board of Directors includes 3 public members. The Board meets five times a year.
The AICPA has a permanent staff of approximately 750 and a budget of $118 million. The work of the AICPA is 
done primarily by its volunteer members serving on approximately 130 boards, committees, and subcommittees.
